
 

Pet Cause Media Selected for NAVC Startup Circle 

Is exhibiting at VMX 2018, giving away a prize worth over $2,000 

NORTHBOROUGH, MA (January 8, 2018) – Pet Cause Media will be celebrating its third birthday by launching its 

first major trade show exhibit at the VMX 2018 expo in Orlando. The North American Veterinary Community 

(NAVC) accepted Pet Cause Media into its Startup Circle, a collection of “the most innovative, revolutionary 

companies”, according to a NAVC conference brochure. 

At the show the company will promote its new brand message: Smart choices. Smart outcomes. CEO Peter Alberti 

is looking forward to discussing this with practices and industry suppliers alike. “It’s no secret that personalizing 

communications is the most effective way to influence consumers in 2018. All practices share a common goal to 

provide the best health outcomes possible. This requires that pet parents and practice staff make the right 

decisions at the right times. The best way to accomplish this is by enabling practices to leverage their data, even 

those who are not data or technology experts.” 

 “Industry suppliers have sophisticated business intelligence groups and they know a lot about why consumers say 

‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to a purchase decision,” notes Marshall Akita, Director of Business Development. “However, deploying 

this knowledge in an actionable format to help veterinary professionals is challenging. As a brand-agnostic service 

provider, we are well-positioned to help vet staff improve their sales without being sales people. Not only do pets 

get better care and practices improve revenues, but suppliers enjoy sales lift previously unattainable.” 

Chief Operating Officer Mike Sachleben offered the practice-facing perspective: “Everyone knows the veterinary 

team’s number one priority is the care of pets. Having access to simple, yet powerful, decision-making tools makes 

their choices smarter and more productive. Everyone wins.” 

Pet Cause Media will be raffling off a waiting room TV display along with two years of its Smart Waiting Room™, 

Smart Social Practice™ and Vet Aware™ services at the end of the VMX show. 

ABOUT PET CAUSE MEDIA 

Headquartered in Central Massachusetts, Pet Cause Media is the national leader for improving veterinary practice 

outcomes using data.  Smart Outcomes™ is a portfolio of integrated client outreach technologies for veterinary 

offices that focus on just-in-time messaging. Veterinary staff are made aware of products, procedures and best 

practices to discuss with management, trainers and product reps. Pet owners, while in a “pet frame of mind”, are 

presented with contextually-relevant information to discuss with veterinary staff. Benefits include increased 

compliance, improved pet health outcomes, and elevated practice revenues. Visit PetCauseMedia.com for more 

details. Follow Pet Cause Media on Facebook and Twitter. 
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